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Fish and Seahorse Adventure #1

Once Interjection a time, Preposition the sea, there was a fish and a seahorse. The fish was a bright

Adjective goldfish that radiated humor. The seahorse, a little more Adjective , was bright blue and

loved the humor the fish had. The became instant friends after they met and introduced each other at a

Noun performance run by Sebastian the crab. Interjection Interjection , the seahorse

wanted to hang out with the fish, but the fish went to a different Noun , across the ocean from where the

seahorse lived. Since the seahorse's family knew the fish's family, Pronoun have become best friend and

the seahorse had liked the fish, a little bit far from friends. But she kept Pronoun to herself, trying to

keep it inwards at herself at all times. They hang out the most they could and one while taking a walk at the

bottom of the sea, Seahorse was staring at Fish when something one inch past his head Verb - Past Tense

her eye. As she swam Preposition it, she was wondering what she was going to Verb - Base Form . To

the Adverb human, it was a normal slice of pepperoni pizza, Conjunction this was majestic to her

and she called Fish to follow her and when they got to the strange item the swam around it. Seahorse tried to eat

it. Fish tried to climb inside of it. Seahorse tried to smell. They had no purpose for the strange Adverb

item. When they were about to swim away Conjunction continue their walk, there came a noise from the

inside of the cheese. Seahorse looked at Fish for support then turned to horror as she looked at the creature that

just came out of the pizza...!
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